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ABSTRACT
When automatic recognition of emotion became feasible, novel challenges has evolved. One of
them is the recognition whether a presented emotion is genuine or not. In this work, a fully
automated system for differentiation between spontaneous and posed smiles is presented. This
solution exploits information derived from landmark points, which track the movement of
fiducial elements of face. Additionally, the smile intensity computed with SNiP (Smile-Neutral
intensity Predictor) system is exploited to deliver additional descriptive data. The performed
experiments revealed that when an image sequence describes all phases of smile, the landmark
points based approach achieves almost 80% accuracy, but when only onset is exploited,
additional support from visual cues is necessary to obtain comparable outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic analysis of image content finds its application in many various domains: starting from
medical image analysis in order to facilitate diagnosis, going through detection of flaws in
products on a production line in a factory, and finishing on human behaviour interpretation. In all
these situations, similar approaches for image processing and recognition are implemented. The
image content is explored in order to derive some characteristics, which later on become a feature
set. These characteristics may originate from visual information, when for instance the texture is
exploited as a data source, or describe abstract details, when shape and active shape features are
considered.
Having an image sequence of facial gesture it is possible to recognize which emotion was
presented with very high efficiency, as was proved in several research works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
However, the accuracy of such system performance decreases significantly, when real life
scenarios are considered [7, 8, 9], because programs trained on posed emotions displayed in
laboratory environment are used to very strong facial gesture presentation, which is not common
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in daily life, not to mention lighting variation or occlusions. Nevertheless, in most cases
recognition of the happiness emotion is on satisfactory level. Therefore, further investigations
were performed, which aimed at recognition whether the smile corresponding to this emotion is a
genuine one or not [10, 11, 12].
When designing a system for smile veracity recognition, two most common approaches are
identified: One exploits facial landmarks for feature calculation [10], where distances and
characteristic points movement relationship are considered. The other uses data sampled from the
image texture [12] and combines them with smile intensity measure. The presented solution is a
combination of both. The veracity of smile is described by automatically derived characteristic
points, which are later normalized before the features are computed. On the other hand, a smile
intensity function derived from the image textural content, following the idea of SNIP system [1],
is applied.
The paper starts with description of facial landmarks determination presented in Sec. 2. Next,
Sec. 3 presents the method for smile intensity function calculation. The details of image sequence
corpora selected for results verification is given in Sec. 4. Then, the results are presented in Sec. 5
and conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6.

2. CHARACTERISTIC POINTS
In order to describe an emotion presented on image, the positions of facial landmarks called also
characteristic points are calculated. These landmarks correspond to characteristic regions of the
face, such as eyes, nose, lips, etc. and are exploited to track their changes during the presentation
of emotion. Figure 1 depicts the placement of data obtained with implementation presented in
[13].

2.1 Data Normalization
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Figure 1: Characteristic points denoted on the facial image.

2.2 Feature Calculation
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Figure 2. Smile intensity magnitude

Figure 3: Exemplary frames from image sequence in UvA-NEMO dataset.

3. SMILE INTENSITY
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4. DATABASE

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Figure 4: Influence of facial region described by features on classification rates.

Figure 5: Classification rates when early fusion method was chosen for classification.
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Results gathered in Fig. 4 revealed that it is possible to distinguish the posed from genuine smile
with high accuracy. This plot shows also that the biggest influence on smile type detection has the
onset phase, however for data exploiting smile intensity, similar results were obtained for the
apex. Moreover, incorporating information obtained in other phases in all feature vector proved to
give the best results. As presumed the global approach outcomes are slightly worse and its
combination with all does not improve the accuracy (total), except for the smile intensity case. It
is also worth noticing that it is easier to distinguish spontaneous emotion from posed ones, when
lips magnitude is considered.
In order to create more accurate classifier, several options were considered. Figure 5 collects
correct classification performances for concatenated features vectors describing all possible
combinations of pairs of accessible descriptors. The best score of 79% was obtained for the total
feature vector build from eyelids and lip corner amplitudes, and slightly outperformed the results
when data was described by lips corners supported by smile intensity, which reached 78.47%.
Finally, Fig. 6 presents correct classification performance ratios when two different approaches fo
outcome computation were investigated. The early fusion data was obtained by concatenation of
feature vectors computed in first experiment and then classified with SVM. The late fusion
applied three SVMs classifiers for each feature vector generated in first experiment and used
voting to obtain the final score.
The conducted experiments show that it is possible to determine with high probability the
veracity of smile using automatic method for landmark detection or visual approach of smile
intensity description. Exploiting data derived only from landmark points with calculation of
features both for local phases supported with global information enabled correct recognition with
almost 80% accuracy. On the other hand, when only onset phase was accessible, combination of
amplitude data derived from landmarks with those computed when visual data was exploited
were not far behind.

Figure 6: Classification rates when different fusion methods were chosen for classification.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents fully automatic approach to smile veracity detection, which is based on
landmarks movements estimation within an image sequence and is supported by information
derived from visual cues. Namely, the lip corner and eyelid movements magnitudes are derived
from characteristic point location and smile intensity function is achieved from the SNiP system.
The feature vector was obtained as a combination of parameters computed for each input
function. Using SVM for classification of parameters derived from these data, it was shown, that
it is possible to achieve the accuracy of almost 80%, when all information was used. However,
only slight deterioration is noticed, when parameters were reduced to describe the onset phase
only. In further research, the visual content of images will be explored to improve the
classification performance.
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